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Xiamen is located in Southern Fujian Province and belongs to Taiwan cultural 
circle. The style of buildings in Xiamen is deeply influenced by the ocean culture and 
Central Plains official style buildings, with very distinct features, especially embodied 
in the traditional buildings. It is mainly in a dovetail shape with upturned roof ridge, 
the lower part of the wall is granite, while the upper portion uses red bricks. The 
wooden frame is usually combined with column-and-tie construction, and lifting 
beam construction. The decoration widely uses tiles, stone carving, wood carving, 
cochin ceramics, cement modeling, the artistic effect is very gorgeous. While in 
Xiamen Buddhist architecture as religious buildings also corresponding to the 
combination of these features and with the tenets of Buddhism has formed its own 
characteristics of Buddhist architecture. This article is based on the analysis of details 
of the Buddhism building in Xiamen area, wall decoration, etc, to illustrate the 
characteristics of them. 
This paper first introduces the research purpose and significance. In the second part, 
combination of Buddhism in Xiamen area and the development of Xiamen local 
architectural features give a brief description of the main features of Xiamen Buddhist 
architecture. In the third part, through the research of the building in different parts 
such as the roof, wall, gable and combining with some local decorative techniques to 
illustrate the specific characteristics of Xiamen Buddhist architecture. The fourth part 
is concrete analysis and explanation by choosing a specific Buddhist building of 
Xiamen area. 
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海 蛎 、 麻 丝 、 海 带 等 特 产                  
也被厦门等地的传统建筑吸收利
用，发展出了灰塑、剪粘、交趾陶
                                                        
①戴志坚.闽台民居建筑的渊源于形态[M].福州:福建人民出版社,2003.P044. 
图 2- 2 
图 2- 2 护厝（厦门海沧区新垵村古厝） 






















































































数量不多且形态特征不够鲜明，故本文所研究的厦门佛教建筑不包括佛塔。        
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图 2- 5 厦门虎溪岩禅寺稷层洞 
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